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CHAPTER I
THE ORIGIN OF WORKBOOKS
PURPOSE OF STUDY
The purpos'e of this study is to shovf what materials workbooks
contain and how they are organized. The analysis is made of workbooks
used in American History, on the senior high school level.
It is the hope of the author that this study will help teachers
who are using workbooks in senior high school American History in
solving the problem of providing material to take care of individual
differences. If a teacher can examine available data on the content of
workbooks, he can select the workbook which he feels will be of greatest
value to him in his particular situation.
HISTORY OF THE WORKBOOK
There are many theories as to the origin of the present-day workbook.
One of these as presented by Umstattd is
The -workbook is a development of the written assignment. As
a teaching procedure the written assignment antedates the
workbook of today by a century at least, and probably much
longer .1
He goes on to state that before the end of the nineteenth century
study sheets in science had been developed by J. T. Drapes as a basis of
individualized instruction. In 1912 Fredric Burk, president of the
San Francisco State Normal School began a systematic school program of
self-instruction bulletins in arithmetic, geography, grammar, history,
language and phonics.
^ Umstattd, J. G., Secondary School Teaching, Boston: Ginn & Company,
1S37, pp. 162-83.
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By the year 1915 the experimental work with these exercise
books and other features of individualized instruction had
been proved successful in terms of non-rapid pupil progress .
2
Other ideas as to the origin of the workbook are presented by the
Bining brothers and Maxwell.
The Bining brothers believe that
The workbook movement really began during the nineteen
twenties, but the origin of the idea goes back much farther.
Toward the close of the last century outline aids were
published. In the early part of the present century books
containing outline maps to be filled in by pupils appeared.
Soon other instructional aids were added. The revolt
against the traditional recitation method gave impetus to
the movement, especially when supervised study and laboratory
procedures were emphasized.
^
Along the same lines and agreeing with that of the Bining brothers
is Maxwell's belief. He goes still further and claims workbooks evolved
from a specific subject.
Laboratory manuals to accompany textbooks have been used for
many years in the various fields of natural science. Colleges
that required examinations for admission frequently specified
that a notebook be submitted in the sciences that were presented
for college entrance. It was customary to require that a
certain number of experiments be performed and that the results
be written up in a notebook, with the idea that such a notebook
would be evidence of the student's mastery of these experiments.
Consequently, laboratory manuals were prepared to accompany most
textbooks in the physical and biological sciences, outlining the
experiments to be performed, with a few suggestions and questions.
Apparently the idea developed in minds of some people, although
it is not exactly clear as to the date, that if a laboratory
manual was a good thing in the field of the natural sciences
it should be an effective instrument in other subjects.^
P Umstattd, Secondary School Teaching
,
p. 183.
3 Bining, A. C. and Bining, D. H., Teaching the Social Studies in
Secondary Schools
,
New York: McGraw-Hill Co., 1935, p. 159.
4
Maxwell, C. R., "The Workbook—A Recent Development,” American School
Board Journal, March 1934, p. 16.
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EVOLUTION OF SOCIAL STUDIES WORKBOOK
The discussion thus far has dealt with the origin of workbooks in
general. The next question to arise is when and how was the workbook
principle applied to the social studies. The experts give varying
answers to this question also. Stormzand and Lewis, Tryon, and Horn
agree that the social studies workbook developed either from some
existing idea or from a distinct movement in educational practice.
Stormzand and Lewis believe that the development of the social
studies workbook was due to certain educational movements.
Workbooks may be said to be a by-product of several distinct
movements in recent educational practice, notably the stand-
ardized objective testing and the supervised study method .5
Tryon suggests a different origin:
Two types of instructional aids in social sciences might
almost be said to have co-existed during the first twenty-
five years of the present century. These were outlines and
outline napbooks . On close examination it seems pretty
clear that the -workbook movement -which developed after 1924
was a merging of the outline and the cutl ine-mapbook movement.
^
Still another theory is advanced by Horn as to the development:
The ideas lying, back of these books are of course very old.
They are embodied in the questions, guides, exercises, and
references that have long appeared in textbooks, as well as
in separate sheets and pamphlets used for tests, review,
and cramming for examinations.?
^ Stormzand, M. and Lewis, R., New Methods in the Social Studies
,
New York: Farrar & Ringhart Company, 1935, p. 27.
g
Tryon, R. M., "Development and Appraisal of Workbooks in the Social
Sciences," School Review
,
January 1938, 46:19.
7 Horn, E., Methods of Instruction in the Social Studies
,
Report of the
Commission on the Social Studies, Part XV, Boston: Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1904, p. 221.
.*
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In a final analysis as to the origin of the present day workbook in
the social studies, it can be said that the workbook is the result of
changes in the curriculum toward more supervised study, the need for
materials to help in caring for individual differences, the use of the
standardized objective test and study guides, outlines, and outline
mapbooks
.
WORKBOOK DEFINED
Before one can undertake the problem of weighing the comments for
and against workbooks it is essential to understand what is meant by the
term "workbook**' The Dictionary of Sducation defines a workbook as
follows
:
1. A study or learning guide for pupils often related to a
particular textbook or to several textbooks; may contain
exercises, problems, practice materials, directions for
use, space for recording answers, and frequently, means
of evaluating the work done.
,
2. A supplementary or preparatory exercise or practice book
in reading, used to give additional training not found in
basic reading materials.
8
Another good definition, as presented by Wesley, is
/
"The term ’work-
book* is now generally used to designate those printed or otherwise
formally prepared booklets that are designed to facilitate studyV^
OPPOSITION TO USB CF WORKBOOKS
The fact that the workbook as such has come into use during the
present generation and is therefore a relatively recent teaching material.
O
Good, Carter V., Editor, Dictionary of Education
,
New York: McGraw-Hill
Company, 1945.
9 Wesley, E. B., Teaching the Social Studies
,
Boston: D. C. Heath and
Company, 1942, p. 405.
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has provoked much argument as to its value.
Much of the opposition to workbooks has been unequivocal, condemning
them outright. Some of the opponents, hovrever, criticize the too-prevalent
unintelligent use of the device rather than the workbooks themselves.
Among the writers in the former class are Tryon, Beard, Riggs, Mead,
Houston, Osburn, Miller, and Wesley.
Tryon in opposing the use of workbooks in social studies says:
It may be truthfully said of most of the present workbooks in
the social sciences that they reduce learning to a matter of
doses; make children mechanical memorizers; reduce the teacher's
initiative, originality, and creativeness; contain too many
trivial and unrelated facts; are overloaded with poorly-graded
exercises that are not cumulative in difficulty; and many other
adverse statements; it seems high time to bid gooaby to a type
of teaching aid which is inherently uncapable of being brought
into line with recognized good teaching in the social sciences .1^
In similar fashion Beard shows great distrust for the workbook. He
warns against the dangers encountered in the use of cumbersome, supple-
mentary exercises.
The forest is likely to be lost in the trees. Often, supplementary
readings, instead of reenforcing the general outline, confuse it
by covering it with bewildering details. Workbooks, map studies,
and other so-called aids to instruction, unless carefully made,
may likewise tangle the skein of knowledge instead of straightening
and giving precision to its threads.
^
Riggs complains that by the use of workbooks we are tending to make
our youths blank-fillers by neglecting to allow the pupil the opportunities
to select important materials and organize these materials in his own mind.
10 Tryon, "Development and Appraisal of Workbooks in the Social Sciences,"
p. 30
.
^ Beard, C., The Nature of the Social Sciences
,
Report of the Commission
on the Social Studies, Part VII, Boston: Charles Scribner's Sons,
1937, p. 193.
..
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6In our eagerness to be modern and up-to-date, we should not
lose sight of the pert that schools are responsible for in
training boys end girls for a place in life, and to this end
we should be mindful that we do not send them from school
merely blank-fillers.
^
Mead concludes from her analysis of forty-three workbooks that,
although they offer a great number of exercises which provide training
in a variety of abilities, "the tendency to stress non-problem-solving
abilities is the dominating characteristic when the workbooks are
considered collectively."
P
Houston14 feels that workbooks do, in a mechanical way, all the work
of organizing material. As a result the pupil has little or no opportunity
for reflective thinking. In a like fashion, MiHer15 objects to workbooks
on the grounds that creative writing, library reading, arts and crafts,
dramatic life and real life experiences will have more educational value
than even the best-xvritten end wisely-used workbook can provide.
Wesley does not advise the use of workbooks in social studies. He
says that textbooks, mapbooks, scrapbooks, reading books, and notebooks
would seem to furnish adequate equipment for the dullest student, so that
there is little need for workbooks. He also questions the use of
Riggs, H. H.
,
"Are 'He Making Blank-Fillers Out of Students?" School
Executives Magezine
,
51:329, 1932.
1
’^ Meed, V. A., "What Abilities Are Stressed in Workbooks," School Review,
1939, p. 285.
14 Houston, R.
,
"Directed Learning Exercises in Ancient History,"
Unpublished Thesis, George Peabody College for Teachers, Nashville,
Tennessee, 1934.
^ Miller, E. R.
,
"’’That A^out Workbooks?" American Childhood
,
December 1945, p. 15.
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workbooks because they tend to make a subject which concerns itself with
trends and broad relationships into one where dull or specific knowledge
is ap pi ie d
.
Authors of workbooks seem to have in mind the desirability
of making the material of social studies more concrete, of
paralleling, as far as possible, the scientific method of
approach.
From a pedagogical standpoint such an objective may appear
desirable, but in principle it runs counter to Aristotle's
unrefuted dictum that mathematical exactness must not be
exoected in the moral, and the moral and social realm have
many elements of similarity . °
Osburn-^is opposed to workbooks because he feels that, like other
, materials, workbooks are just one more drug that is for sale. He feels
that they do not recognize the important factor of individual differences.
The writers just discussed have been in unqualified opposition to the
use of workbooks. As mentioned earlier, many other experts have opposed
not the workbook but the lack of wisdom shown in its use.
Harap-LOcriticises the widespread use of workbooks without proper,
intelligent understanding of their nature because it leads to verbalism,
stifling of pupil initiative in planning, and unmotivated artificial fixed
modes of response.
Wesley, E. B., "Workbooks in Social Studies," Historical Outlook,
April 1931, 22:152.
1
7
Gsburn, W. J., "Educational Medicine," Educational Research
,
January
1931, pp. 19-20.
18
Harap, H., "The Grouping of Pupils," 35th Yearbook of the National
Society for the Study of Education
,
Part I, Bloomington, Illinois,
Public School, 1936.
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8Similarly, McClure^- ^believes that workbooks and devices have a place
when their use is dictated by intelligent purpose* Y«hen they become,
however, the means of blocking rather than stimulating professional thought,
they are worse than useless.
The Binings^claim that the activities which are found in workbooks
are intended to be carried out under supervised study plan or laboratory
procedures. The best results of teaching will not be obtained by
following slavishly the directions of workbooks.
Many experts say that regardless of how wisely workbooks are used
they cannot replace the teacher. Hom^says "no administrative device,
no amount of instructional equipment, important as it is, and no paraphe-
nalia of study aids and workbooks can take the teacher's place.”
Betts^ maintains that the "teacher is still the keynote of an
educational program; self-teaching devices are not an actuality." The
same view is presented by Branom^° who states that "a workbook, no matter
how fine it is, can never take the place of a good teacher."
m - - —
^ McClure, W., "Social Changes in Education," Department of
Superintendence of the National Education Association, February 1935,
p. 223.
20 Bining and Bining, Teaching the Social Studies in Secondary Schools
,
pp. 159-63.
20
- Horn, Methods of Instruction in the Social Studies
,
p. 150.
22
Betts, E., Foundation of Reading Instruction
,
New York: American Book
Company, 1946, p. 527.
p*z
Branom, F., Teaching the Social Studies, New York: Sadler Company,
p. 121.
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Stormzand and Lewis maintain in their analysis of workbooks that
they have only a limited place
:
Unless one has a very conservative estimate of the value of
drill in the memorization of facts, dates, and evsnts in
history, or similar dates in geography or civics, it must
be apparent that this method will have only a limited appli-
cation in the social studies.
^
In summarizing some of the major criticisms which have been made of
the indiscriminate use of the workbook, Betts claims the following:
1. Many workbooks and instructional devices are largely
mechanical in nature.
2. They are frequently used as busy work and as means of
discipline
.
3. They have been used sometimes to bring about further
regimentation of pupil activities, thereby defaulting
possible educational value.
4. They appear to be instructional on the assumption that
sheer repitition fixes learning.
5. Too often teachers tend to lean on workbooks as self-
instruction devices and thereby use them to compensate
for their own inadequacies.^
DEFENSE FOR CONTINUED USE OF 'WORKBOOKS
It might seem, from all the opposition to the use of workbooks, that
they are of no use to the social studies teacher. Before coming to any
such conclusion, however, it would be wise to study the ideas of writers
who differ with the opponents of workbooks.
In the field of elementary education one finds such experts as
Gates, Canfield, and Hildreth defending the use of the workbook as a
teaching aid.
Stormzand and Lewis, New Methods in the Social Studies
,
p. 33.
25 Betts, Foundation of Reading Instruction, pp. 530-31.
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Gates^ believes that in the elementary grades the workbook is
useful in introducing new words and developing skills, saves much time,
and helps teachers discover what part of the lesson needs reconsideration
and rereading.
Canfield^? believes that the workbook has value in the elementary
grades for it "is a valuable teaching aid, especially in the elementary
school, where the drill function of the workbook is most valuable."
Hildreth^ contends the workbook is useful in elementary grades because
"small units of material presented at one time forces the wandering
attention of the young child better than the continuous material of the
textbook."
There are many writers who agree that a -workbook is a good aid if
properly adjusted to the teaching situation and if used intelligently by
the teacher. Among this group are Vreeland, McGuire, and Branom.
Vreeland^ says "a workbook can be either an utterly valueless
instrument or an indispensable tool, depending upon the nicety with which
it is adjusted to the instructional situation in which it is used.
Gates, A., "Workbooks in Practice," School Executives Magazine
,
April 1932, Volume 51:344-50.
0*7
Canfield, J. N
. ,
"Assignment Sheets and Study Guides," Modern Education
,
Volume 4, October 1931, p. 31.
OO
Hildreth, G. !£., Learning the Three R’s
,
Philadelphia Educational
Publishers, 1936, p. 241
29 Vreeland, V»
. ,
"A Good Workbook From Teachers Point of View," School
Review, 1936, p. 35.
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Branom claims:
i t
If good -workbooks are used intelligently by pupils, they aid
the pupil in studying. Workbooks tend to make the work more
definite, they guide the pupil in his study, and they are
often useful for drill, review, and testing. They aid in
individual instruction and help to make a pupil more independent
in his study. Many of the exercises in a workbook are similar
to those which the teacher would have his pupil naturally do.
The questions, problems, and exercises are in printed form so
that the pupil may use them whenever there is a need. If work-
books are not used it is often necessary to give many questions
and problems orally to the pupils, or write them on the black-
board. Workbooks save time for the teacher and pupils.
McGuire 3 ^ strongly favors the use of workbooks in modern education
as they have a unique contribution to make to the learning process.
However, their help will be in direct proportion to the judgment displayed
by administrators and teachers in selecting and using them.
Jacks, Wilson, and Maxwell favor the use of workbooks for their time-
saving value
.
A great deal of the time formerly spent by the teacher in group
drills and check-up can be used to a greater degree of benefit
in individual instruction, at the same time the bright pupil
can continue his progress without being forced to keep step
with the slow-moving members of the class. 3 ^
Wilson33 also believes that the workbook saves time and thus makes
possible more supervised instruction and establishes a working atmosphere
in the classroom.
Branom, F. K., Teaching the Social Studies .
71
McGuire, E., ”Teacber, Pupil and Workbook,” School Executives Magazine
,
Volume 54, October 1934, pp. 46-47.
32 Jacks, R. V/., ”Status of the Workbook in Classroom Instruction,”
Educational Methods
,
Volume 18, p. 107.
33 Wilson, H., "Worksheets as Aids to Supervised Study,” Historical Outlook,
Volume 20, 1929, pp. 287-91.
1
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Maxwell, 34 basing his findings on the literature of the workbook, on
discussions with representatives of publishing companies, and interviews
with teachers using workbooks, concludes that the workbook develops
initiative and independence on the part of the pupil, represents material
in definite sequence and is more definite than is the individual teacher,
*
and reduces the teacher's labor.
Various other writers favor the use of workbooks. Among these is
Elliott33 who strongly believes that workbooks lead to more effective
learning because they "promote masterly teaching, provide a high degree
of flexibility for the individual requirements of pupils and lend them-
selves well to the building of desirable character traits.
Brown33 maintains that workbooks make learning easier and encourage
neatness, accuracy, and independent thinking on the part of the pupil.
Van Lievr3 ^ favors workbooks because he believes that if they are
well constructed they follow the accepted scientific methods used in
present-day education.
Shoen33 states that commercial workbooks in the social sciences are
no longer merely "test books" but they provide a wide variety of learnir^
34 Maxwell, G. R., 'Workbooks a Recent Development," American School Board
Journal
,
March 1934, 88:44.
33 Elliott, "The Workbook Craze," School Executives Magazine
,
September 1931
p. 38
.
33 Brown, F., "’Workbooks Wanted," School Executives Magazine
,
February 1942,
pp. 30-31.
37 ^Van Liew, C. C., "Can Workbooks Be Justified," School Exectuves Magazine
,
Volume 8, October 1933, p. 38.
38 Shoen, H., "Workbook Exercises and Test Items," Social Education
,
Vol. 2,
May 1939, pp. 333-39.
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experience -which give them a value of their own, entirely separate from
that of tie textbook they are designed to accompany.
Although Stormzand and Lewis objected to the use of drill exercises
in teaching social studies from workbooks, they believe a workbook can be
of aid in self-testing and in diagnosis. In support of their belief they
claim:
If we eliminate the drill motive in the social studies and
assume a workbook that makes an intelligent evaluation in its
test exercises of the most important elements, the workbook
exercise on a particular chapter or period in history or in
civics or on a general topic or country in geography may serve
both as a helpful device for a pupil’s independent testing of
his reading or study, and as an intelligent guide to direct
rereading or review of sections in which the test shows his
understanding or recall is imperfect. ^9
They go on and say that the workbook can be used as a basis for
remedial instruction.
With some conscientious study and direction on the part of the
teacher, remedial applications can be realized from the typical
workbook in social studies. If the study lessons are not merely
used as convenient testing devices for grading the pupils on
their daily work, the careful examination and summary of failures
and omissions on various specific items in the workbook will
reveal profitable suggestions for review, for improved emphasis
in instructions, or for specific supplementary or clarifying
explanations by the teacher.
^
The question often raised in discussions on workbooks has been in
regard to vhat standards a good workbook must meet. To help somewhat to
answer this question the writer presents two lists of standards with which
Broening and Vreeland believe a good workbook should comply.
39
40
Stormzand and Lewis, New Idethods in Social Studies
,
p. 34.
Stormzand and Lewis, New Methods in Social Studies, pp. 35-36
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Broening lists the following eleven standards. A workbook must
1. Stimulate the abilities and interests of each pupil.
2. Reveal to pupils the immediate and defined values of
subject matter.
3. State clearly directions to pupils.
4. Afford variety in learning.
5. Assume only skills which pupils may reasonably expect to have.
6. Divide the unit into psychologically acceptable sub-units.
7. Encourage the pupils to add questions, suggestions, and
activities of their own.
8. Challenge bright pupils to enrich their experiences through
special readings and additional observations without
discouraging the less-bright pupils.
9. Provide natural situations for individual reports and open
forum discussions
•
10. Utilize pupils' special ability in art, language, and other
fields
.
11. Provide checking devices and standards of attainment.^
Vreeland’s list contains only six standards but is very similar to
Broening' s. Vreeland says that a good workbook, other things being equal,
must
1. Tend to foster helpfully an intimate personal contact between
pupil and teacher.
2. Utilize as many as possible of the available materials and
opportunities for experience.
3. Utilize completely the findings of the scientific study of
learning processes.
4. Provide adequately for maximum growth on the part of all
learners, no matter what their types or general levels of
maturity.
^ Broening, A. M., "Teacher Use of Workbooks,” Curriculum Journal
,
Volume XI, 1935, pp. 41-44.
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5. Stimulate, in wholesome ways, the assumption of responsibility
by the pupil for all aspects of the work,
6. Provide effective training in the technique of self-diagnosis.^2
In summing up the opinions of experts against the workbook itself and
against its unintelligent use, it can be said that the most frequently used
arguments are that workbooks
1. Reduce learning to doses.
2. Make children mechanical memorizers.
3. Reduce teaching initiative and originality.
4. Contain many trivial unrelated exercises.
5. Are overloaded with poorly-graded exercises.
6. Make blank-fillers of pupils.
7. Stress non- problem- solving exercises.
8. Do not allow for reflective thinking on part of pupils.
9. Do not provide for individual differences.
10. Become a crutch for teachers.
11. Are used for disciplinary purposes.
12. Are frequently used as busy-work.
13. Regiment pupil activity in default of possible educational
values
.
Other experts claim that the workbook is of value as a teaching aid.
On the elementary level those who favor its use say workbooks
1. Are useful for introducing new words.
-
2. Aid in developing skills.
3. Save much valuable time.
42 Vreeland, "A Good Workbook from Teacher’s Point of View," pp. 36-37.
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4. Aid teachers in remedial work.
5. Furnish drill which is very valuable at this grade level.
6. Focus attention of pupils on small units of work.
In favor of the workbook in general, the claims are that workbooks
1. Aid pupils in studying.
2. Make the work more definite.
3. Guide pupils in studying.
4. Help in indiviual instruction.
5. Aid teachers by providing extra time for supervised study.
6. Supplement classroom work.
7. Save time for teacher and pupil.
8. Reduce the teacher’s labor.
9. Build desirable character traits.
10. Make learning easier.
11. Encourage neatness and accuracy.
12. Provide wide variety of learning experiences.
13. Help in closer teacher-pupil cooperation.
14. Provide a systematic, organized method of instruction of materials.
15. Stimulate pupil assumption of responsibility.
16. Help teachers do a better piece of work.
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CHAPTER II
BELATED RESEARCH
In chapter one the writer has presented the opinions of many writers
who favor the use of workbooks end of many who frown upon their use as a
teaching aid. While opinions are of value, one must not base his actions
solely on the opinions of others, but must seek scientific data which will
carry more weight than opinions.
Although the workbook as such is more than twenty-five years old,
there is very little scientific data available. What little there is, is
worthy of close study and consideration.
Not until the year 1931 do we find any mention of the term "workbook*
listed in the Education Index. Previous to this date, however, a start
had been made in research aimed at finding out scientifically what value
the workbook had as a teaching aid.
Hard in the years 1927 and 1928 and again in 1928 and 1929, in an
attempt to determine the relative value of the workbook and other tradi-
tional methods of instruction, carried out a series of experiments in
teaching high school physics.
Two of his first experiments, both conducted along similar lines, are
particularly interesting. In both experiments he made use of two equated
class groups—one taught by the lecture method, the other by the workbook
method. He found that one experiment favored the use of the lecture
method, while the other favored workbook methods in which pupils devoted
their time to accomplishing the tasks called for in a workbook.
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Hurd 1 did find, however, that the workbook tends to help pupils help
themselves by showing them tasks, the accomplishment of which will help
them in the achievement of the larger objectives of education, and by
indicating the nature of the specific steps to be taken in the accomplish-
ment of these tasks.
It appears that the challenge YTesley hurled to teachers and to
students of education in 1931 was accepted by a few. The challenge was
thus phrased:
It is fitting and perhaps necessary for teachers, authors, and
educational leaders to study them (workbooks) with the object
of ascertaining their value in general and the relative merits
of various types and features. Until experimental data are
available the answer to such problems will be based upon whims.
Pending the appearance of authoritative studies, each person may
air his views and prove as knowring what cannot yet be disproved.^
With all the disagreement over workbooks it was clearly time for
experiments to prove the values or the inadequacies of workbooks. Many
experiments were conducted and those of Hotter, Brumbaugh, and Smith will
be considered.
In an experiment designed to test the value of the teacher-assignment
versus the workbook-assignment
,
Hotter carried on an experiment with two
classes in an attempt to find the answer to the following question: "Do
pupils in social science classes learn more factual matter when their time
is devoted to doing the work required in a workbook or v/hen their time is
devoted to carrying out instructions prescribed by the teacher?"
1 Hurd, A. W., "The Workbook as an Instructional Aid," School Review,
October 1931, p. 616.
^ Wesley, "Workbooks in Social Studies," p. 151.
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As a result of his experiment he concluded:
For the teaching of factual matter in the social sciences there
is no significant difference between the effects of the workbook
method and the teacher-directed method of notebook work and class
discussion and recitation.
For formal groups the slight difference in favor of the teacher-
directed method approached significance, while for groups of
superior pupils this difference approached more nearly significance,
again in favor of the teacher-directed method.^
In a fashion similar to Hotter, Brumbaugh carried on experiments to
test whether supervised study is an effective method of providing for
individual differences. He used as control groups two different American
History classes each in a different school.
Brumbaugh taught one group by using a commercially-published workbook
as a study guide. In this group no use was made of pupil recitation. The
students worked during class periods. A weekly research paper and two
v.Titten current event papers were assigned.
The second control group was taught in the traditional manner for two
semesters. The length of the period (forty-five minutes) was used for
recitations and discussions of the subject matter. The preparation for
recitations and discussions was made outside of the class hours by the
pupil
.
Brumbaugh used informal objective tests along with the Columbia
Research Bureau tests in American History to measure achievement and
progress of his two groups. From the results of these tests he concluded
that ’’the supervised study method provides for a better opportunity for
7
Hotter, G. A., "Teacher-Assignment Versus Workbook-Assignment School
Review, Volume 7, 1939, p. 47.
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adjustment to individual differences than the recitation method because
each pupil can work according to his ability.
He states further that the selection of study guides, ones which are
usable with any of the leading textbooks in American History, must be
carefully made.
Smith undertook to show the value of teaching history by the
laboratory method. The laboratory method as used by Smith means the use
of the unit assignment, an assignment of work by topics or by historical
periods without necessarily following a chronological basis.
Under this plan the period became a work period, the work usually
being done under the direct observation and supervision of the teacher.
Workbook assignments used were an excellent series of well-planned units.
Each contained a statement of the purpose of the unit, study guide devices,
a list of suitable reference materials which correlated with the unit, a
series of topics for discussion and one or more map projects.
The assignment sheet. Smith declared, insures that students meet the
minimum requirements, insures an adequate amount of reading outside of the
basic text, and adapts the course to the individual needs and abilities of
the pupil. In short, the unit assignment gives pupils a new outlook on
history, which has too often been regarded as a dry subject.
5Smith gives the aforementioned as the values of the workbook and
he further stated that he had seen many cases of both junior and senior
^ Brumbaugh, E. W., ”A Comparative Study of Recitation and The Supervised-
Study Method of Teaching American History, " Unpublished Master's Thesis,
Yfittenberg College, Springfield, Ohio, 1935.
5 Smith, G., Teaching History by the Laboratory Method," Historical
Outlook
,
January 1932, pp. 21-24.
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high school students whose attitudes toward history had been radically
altered when they followed a line of history reading of their own
choosing.
Andreen, basing his observations on fourteen controlled group
experiments in arithmetic, reported that those groups not using workbooks
made greater gains in learning than these making use of workbooks. He
stated that "results of analysis show that a majority of the workbooks
published are lacking in their provisions for certain essential features
that supply the conditions of efficient learning."
*7
Brown prepared a questionnaire dealing with workbooks and gave it to
155 students in two different high schools. He secured the following
information: All of the 155 students had made use of a workbook at one
time or another but only 145 were still using them at the time. Over
83 per cent of the group favored use of workbooks— 37 per cent of these
favored it very much; 46 per cent to a moderate degree. The remaining
17 per cent disliked it. Of the 155 students, 144 reported history as
their favorite subject. Forty-four of this group said a workbook aided
them in studying history.
Brown concluded that high school students like as a learning
instrument workbooks that require more than mere blank-filling.
Scott,® in summarizing studies made of various workbooks up to the
year 1937 found fifty-seven such studies dealing with many types of
D Andreen, S. P., "Study of Workbooks in Arithmetic," Journal of Educational
Research, August 1936, 6:26-33.
n
~~
Brown, F. S., Workbooks Wanted," School Executives Magazine
,
61:30-31,
February 1942.
^ Scott, I., "Is the Workbook Really Worth While," American School Board
Journal
,
August 1937, 95:27-28.
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workbooks. Although thirty-seven showed results in favor of the use of
workbooks, only eleven had statistical significance. Of these eleven,
four were concerned with science, three with mathematics, three with
English, and one with history.
Results of Scott’s reading led him to conclude that the use of work-
books did not significantly affect the achievement of the groups using
them.
Goodykoonts , ^ in twelve experimental studies (none in history) found
that the workbooks in the fields of his interest were of some aid to
students using them.
Cressnan-*-^ made a study of the effects of the workbook method of
instruction upon the solution of conduct problems and found that the
workbook method seemed to be superior to the oral method.
Findings already mentioned in this chapter are summarized below.
Three investigators found workbooks were helpful. One stated that workbook
are valuable because they help pupils help themselves. Two agreed that the
supervised- study method of teaching is better adapted to individual needs
and abilities of the pupils. One of these investigators states that, by
reason of this, pupils acquire a new outlook on history, as they are
allowed a choice of readings which are of interest to them. Also, in
connection with one of the above studies, it was established that the
workbook assignments are of value to the teacher also, in that they assure
student accomplishment of the minimum requirements.
9 Goodykoontz, T., "Current Uses and Effects of Workbooks," The Curriculum
Journal
,
Volume Vt, April 1935, 4:37.
Cressman, E., "Workbook Versus Oral Instruction," Journal of Educational
Sociology
,
Volume 7, 1933, pp. 250-53.
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Two investigators, as a result of their studies, concluded that the
workbook method of teaching was net superior to the teacher method of
instruction. In fact one found the teacher method was slightly superior.
The other concluded from his readings that the use of workbooks did not
significantly increase pupil achievement.
Four investigators qualified the conclusions they reached. They
agree that the value of the workbook is relative. One found in his
investigation that the groups not using workbooks made greater gains in
learning. He states, however, that probably poorly-constructed workbooks,
rather than the workbook-teaching method, accounted for the results. One
investigator found that students profited by doing the tasks in workbooks
which they found interesting; one found students favored all workbooks
provided they were properly constructed. The last of this group, dealing
with the solution of conduct problems, found the workbook method superior
in this limited area.
The scientific data presented here leads to no final conclusions.
Workbooks have proven advantageous in certain situations and disadvan-
tageous in others. To the teacher is left the choice of determining
whether the workbook should be used in any of her particular classrooms.
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CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE OF STUDY
In preparation for this workbook analysis it was at first necessary
to acquire a sufficient number of workbooks to carry out the analysis.
The author wrote to the following companies requesting any available
workbooks in senior high school American History. These companies were
Silver Burdett Company, New York, N. Y.; American Book Company,
88 Lexington Avenue, New York, N. Y. ; Ginn and Company, 15 Ashburton Place,
Boston, Massachusetts; D. C. Heath and Company, 285 Columbus Avenue,
Boston, Massachusetts; Houghton Mifflin Company, 2 Park Street, Boston,
Massachusetts; The Macmillan Company, 60 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.;
Rand McNally and Company, 536 South Clark Street, Chicago, Illinois;
Charles Scribners and Sons, 597 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.; World Book
Company, 313 Park Hill Avenue, Yonlcers-on-Hudson, New York; and Allyn and
Bacon Company, Boston, Massachusetts.
In this manner ten workbooks were acquired, which the author has
used in his analysis and which are listed below.
1. Engberg, G. B., Activities Notebook - Americas Road to Now
,
Boston
D. C. Heath and Company, 1939.
2. Adams, J. T. and Vannest, C., Workbook for the Record of America
,
Boston: Charles Scribners and Sons, 1942.
3. Thompson, 3. J., A Pupils Guide for the American Story
,
Boston:
D. C. Heath and Company, 1946.
4. Wirth, F. P., Workbook for the Development of America
,
Boston:
American Book Company, 1946.
5. Davis, C. E. and Freshwater, E. B., American History Workbook for
High Schools, Boston: Macmillan and Company, 1946.
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6 McGuire, S. and Portwood, T. B., Workbook for the Rise of Our
Free Nation, Boston: Macmillan and Company, 1946.
7. Kidger, H., Directed Studies in American History
,
Boston: Ginn
and Company, 1946.
8. Wirth, F. P. and Crow, A., A Workbook for Studying History of
American Progress
,
Boston: D. C. Heath and Company, 1939.
9. Hughes, R. 0., United States History Workbook , Boston: Allyn and
Bacon Company, 1943.
10.
Magenis, A., Directed High School History Study
,
Boston: World
Book Company, 1941.
RESULTS OF STUDY
As a preliminary to the analysis of the study proper, the author
will devote a few paragraphs to describing the general features of the
individual workbooks listed above. Following each description the reader
will find a table of activities to be found in each workbook.
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Pupils Activity Notebook by George B. Engberg follows the organization.
2*5
of America's Road to Now by Coleman and Wesley, but it may be used as a
general guide to subject matter of American History.
An outline at the beginning of each section gives a brief summary
of the material which that section covers. The author of the activity
book believes that this outline should be read before the pupil studies
the section.
The workbook is divided into thirteen units which are in turn sub-
divided into sections. Each section includes one of the following
exercises: lists of names, terms or phrases, completion items, matching
questions, map questions, and study questions. At the end of each unit
are found the pupil activities which are designed to help the student get
a view of a larger area of the story by combining activities related to all
the sections. Thirteen accompanying tests are in a separate unit and come
loose 8nd not within the workbook itself.
From Table I can be seen the over-ell elements found in this notebook.
The number of completion responses far outnumbers the next heavily
emphasized exercise which is interpretation of dates. The wide variety of
elements noted in this table should aid greatly in making the study of
history more interesting. This seems especially true of the great number
of pupil activities of which there ere one hundred seventy-three. Table I
(A) has been prepared to show the great variety that does exist in the
pupil activities found in this workbook.
Table IA shows clearly that the author believes in presenting a great
variety of activities which of course would reach the needs of each
individual pupil.
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TABLE I
UNITS SCORED FOR COMPONENT ELEMENTS
IN
ACTIVITY NOTEBOOK
By
George B. Engberg
Component Elements Number of Units Scored
Map Outlines 10
Map Questions 26
Map Location Items 89
Matching Exercises 11
Item Responses 129
Completion Questions 75
Item Responses 780
Study Questions 179
Dates for Identification 9
Terms for Interpretation 309
Persons for Identification 115
Charts for Pupil Completion 31
Tables for Pupil Completion 18
Time Lines and Chronology Tables 11
Outline Making by Pupil 9
General Pupil Activities 173
Space Allotment in Pages for Recording Answers 82
Source Books Mentioned 3
Fiction Reading. 3ooks Mentioned 9
.r
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TABLE I A
TYPES OF PUPIL ACTIVITIES SCORED
IK
ACTIVITY NOTEBOOK
Type of Activity Number Scored
Cartoon Drawing
Picture Studies
Outside Readings
Question Box
Chart Making
Themes
Debates
Model Making
Picture Drawing
Map Making
Letter Writing
Current Events Reports
Oral Reports
Pictures Files
Essay Writing
Graph Making
Booklet Construction
Diary Entries
Imaginary Trips
Book Reports
Poster Making
Dramatizations
News Item Writing
Petition Making
Poem Composing
Biography Yfriting
17
16
15
15
12
11
9
9
9
8
7
7
5
5
4
4
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
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The workbook by J. T. Adams and Charles G. Vennest is made to be used
primarily with the textbook The Record of America by these same two authors.
However, they say that it can be used successfully with any standard history
textbook.
The workbook contains eleven units, each of which is divided into
topics. Six different types of objective exercises sre used to introduce
most of the topics and they are (1) True-False, (2) Yes-No, (3) Completion,
(4) Multiple Choice, (5) Simple Questions, (6) Simple Recall. The work in
the topics was found to contain a variety of subjective exercises or study
questions along with map exercises and such.
Each topic contains space for the student to show how, in the study of
the textbook and in the working of the objective and subjective exercises
in the workbook, he has achieved the aims snd objectives set forth at the
beginning of each topic in the accompanying textbook.
Table II shows that the completion type of exercise is given the
greatest emphasis in this workbook, followed by terms and then persons for
identification.
Unlike most workbooks this one includes pupil activities not at the
end of each topic or unit but during the study of the topic.
Table IIA shows that eleven different types of activities are
presented with the emphasis being on solving of a stated problem, followed
by essay writing and graph making. Most of the activities required the
pupil to write, and some sp*ce is allowed within the workbook for the pupil
to complete some of the activities. Of the two hundred ninety-seven pages
in this workbook, one hundred seventeen are allowed for recording of
answers or completion of activities
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TABLE II
UNITS SCORED FOR COMPONENT ELEMENTS
IN
WORKBOOK FOR THE RECORD OF AMERICA
By
J. T. Adams and C. G. Vannest
Component Elements Number of Units Scored
Map Outlines 15
Map Questions 31
Map Location Items 120
Alternate Response Exercises 58
Item Responses 456
Completion Questions 945
Item Responses 1693
Study Questions 223
Dates for Identification 58
Terms for Interpretation 313
Persons for Identification 235
Picture Studies 5
General Pupil Activities 177
Space Allotment in Pages for Recording Answers 117
.,
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TABLE II A
TYPES OF PUPIL ACTIVITIES SCORED
IN
WORKBOOK FOR THE RECORD OF AMERICA
Type of Activity Number Scored
Problem Solving 41
Essay Writing 28
Graph Making 24
Debates 21
Letter Writing 15
Map Outline Making 15
Diary Enteries 14
Sequence Chart 5
Picture Study. 5
Hall of Fame 5
Cartoon Drawing 4
.(
A Pupils Guide by E. J. Thompson has been prepared to guide the student
in organizing and acquiring the important facts in Gavian and Hamm's The
American Story . Its organization is such that it follows The American
Story by chapters, and the questions and exercises ere intended by the
author to stimulate thought and to create habits of close application in
the study of the particular text which it accompanies.
The workbook is divided into ten units and each unit is sub-divided
into sections which parallel the chapters in the text. Each section has
a group of activities which are designed to add to the pupil’s information
and to awaken his interest and imagination.
The author of the workbook recommends that the student read each
chapter through carefully before he starts to answer the various exercises
found in the workbook. The suggested readings in sources are designed to
help the pupil visualize the events as they happened and thus keep the
pupil’s interest at a high level.
Table III shows the amount of emphasis which this workbook places on
the various types of exercises. Study questions lead all other types of
activities and is followed by interpretation of terms. The author makes
use of most of the exercises which are found in workbooks in general.
Since 128 activities are mentioned, Table IIIA has been prepared to
show by a breakdown the various types of pupil activities the author has
provided; from the large list it would seem he has presented enough varia-
tion to care for individual differences which may exist in classrooms.
The tests for this workbook ere bound separately and may be used by the
teacher to test for mastery of the material covered.
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TABLE III
UNITS SCORED FOR COMPONENT ELEMENTS
IN
PUPILS GUIDE
By
E. J. Thompson
Component Elements Number of Units Scored
Map Outline 14
Map Questions 20
Map Location Items 87
Completion Questions 89
Item Responses 325
Study Questions 594
Dates for Identification 90
Terms for Interpretation 392
Persons for Identification 128
Charts for Pupil Completion 14
Tables for Pupil Completion 7
Time Lines and Chronology Tables 4
Outline Making by Pupil 3
General Pupil Activities 128
Space Allotment in Pages for Recording Answers 92
Source Books Mentioned 4
Parallel Reference Books Mentioned 14
Fiction Reading Books Mentioned 9

TABLE III A
TYPES OF PUPIL ACTIVITIES SCORED
IN
PUPIL'S GUIDE
Type of Activity Number Scored
Oral Reports 27
Special Readings 17
Map Making 15
Biography Reports 13
Theme Writing 9
Graph Making 8
Chart Making 7
Oral Readings 6
Book Reviews 5
Table Making 4
Panel Discussions 4
Cartoon Drawing 4
Booklet Construction 2
Letter Writing 2
Picture File 2
Outline Making 1
Debates 1
Time Line Construction 1
’.
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The workbook by Fremont P. Wirth is planned to accompany The Develop -
ment of America by the same author, but it may also be used with other
texts in American History. It follows the organization of the accompanying
text and is, therefore, divided into twelve units. For each unit a theme
is suggested. A careful study of the theme will extend the pupils’ compre-
hension of the central ideas which are developed by the unit. The theme is
followed by a paragraph or two which explains why the theme is being
studied.
The activities suggested in this workbook are of wide range and variety
Suggestions ere made which relate American history to other phases of
America’s culture, and ere represented by such subjects as American litera-
ture, economics, geography, current events and government, thus aiding the
pupil in understanding the social world in which he lives.
Table IV shows the various types of exercises found in this workbook,
and the emphasis each receives. Terms for interpretation more than triple
any other form of exercise used. This exercise requires the pupil to stress
not only the”what” and ’’when” but also the ”why” and ’’how” of important
issues end events. Also required by the pupil is the dictionary pronunci-
ation of these terms.
The tests are bound separately and may be filed by the teacher until
the study of the unit is completed, at which time the test may be used to
evaluate the mastery of the unit. The unit tests stress the course and
effect of events.
Table IVA shows the breakdown of the activities to be performed by the
pupils into their various categories. This author places heavy emphasis on
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readings upon which the pupil is required to give an oral report before
the class. The pupil is helped in his selection of readings by the
citing of ninety-eight different fiction readings and six biography
by the author.
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TABLE IV
UNITS SCORED FOR COMPONENT ELEMENTS
IN
WORKBOOK FOR DEVELOPMENT OF AMERICA
3y
Fremont P. Wirth
Component Elements Number of Units Scored
Map Outlines 27
Map Questions 54
Map Location Items 161
Completion Questions 33
Item Responses 105
Study Questions 180
Dates 39
Terms 549
Persons 39
Charts 11
Time Lines and Chronology Tables 2
General Activities 58
Space Allotment in Pages for Recording Answers 90
Source Books Mentioned 3
Parallel Textbooks Mentioned 14
Fiction Reading Books Mentioned 98
Biography Reading Books Mentioned 6
,..
•
TABLE IV A
TYPES OF PUPIL ACTIVITIES SCORED
IN
WORKBOOK FOR DEVELOPMENT OF AMERICA
Types of Activities Number Scored
Oral Reports 17
News Articles 7
Chart Making 6
Debates 5
Poster Making 4
Community Projects 3
Letters 2
Time Lines 2
Interviews 2
Picture File 2
Drav/ing Activity 2
Diagram Making 1
Theme Writing 1
Cartoons 1
Editorial 1
Imaginary Election 1
Dramatizations 1

American History Workbook for High Schools by Charles E. Davis and
E. B. Freshwater is not written to accompany any particular text but is
arranged so that it may serve as a guide for use with any of the leading
American History textbooks on a high school level.
The workbook is divided into twelve units which are sub-divided into
topics. Each unit is preceded by a chronological table which includes all
important dates end events to be discussed and studied in the unit. A list
of objectives along with a preview of the unit is then presented. These
ere to help the pupil understand why he is studying the unit and also give
him an idea as to what events led to the materiel covered in the unit.
The authors close each unit with a summarization which is intended to
clarify the events which took place and to show how these events lead to the
material covered in the following unit.
Tests are separately bound snd are intended for use in testing mastery
of material studied. They are of the multiple choice, matching and map
mastery types.
Table 7 lists the component elements of this workbook and the emphasis
each type of exercise has received. The authors here fevored the identifi-
cation of persons over all other types of exercises, closely followed by
terms and completion questions.
Prom this table it can be readily seen that the authors made use of a
wide variety of texts since mention was made of thirty-eight. Of these
thirty-eight, eight were referred to as basic references, three as easy
reeding, end twenty-seven as additional references. This is one of the
three books of this study which can be classified as a. general workbook
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or one not written to accompany a specific text. Reference was also
made to twenty pamphlets from various sources.
Mention will he made here of the activities since only one type was
presented by the author. This required forty-three research problems of
readings in various texts.
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TABLE V
UNITS SCORED FOR COMPONENT ELEMENTS
IN
AMERICAN HISTORY WORKBOOK FOR HIGH SCHOOLS
By
C. B. Davis and E. B. Freshwater
Component Elements Number of Units Scored
Map Outlines 33
Map Questions 60
Map Location Items 260
Completion Questions 284
Item Responses 850
Study Questions 195
Dates 96
Terms 352
Persons 482
Charts 108
Tables 12
Time Lines and Chronology Tables 12
General Activities 43
Space Allotment in Pages for Recording Answers 61
Source Books Mentioned 6
Parallel Reference Books 43
Pamphlets Cited 20
44
The workbook by Edna I TcGuire end Thomas B. Portwood is intended for
use with The Rise of Our Free Nation . Its organization is such that each
section covers one chapter in the textbook.
Each section in this workbook is introduced by a short paragraph which
states the theme which is to be followed by the section.
Emphasis is placed on terras and people and their achievements by the
authors as can be noted in Table VI. Study questions are the third
category which receives heavy emphasis.
Table VI A shows the many types of pupil activities which are to be
found in this workbook. As can be seen no one type of activity has
received heavy emphasis with picture studies, essey writing, oral reports
and graph making all receiving equal amount of emphasis.
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TABLE VI
UNITS SCORED FOR COMPONENT ELEMENTS
IN
WORKBOOK
By
E. McGuire find T. B. Portwood
Component Elements Number of Units Scored
Map Outlines 25
Map Questions 70
Map Location Items 231
Completion Questions 115
Item Responses 205
Study Questions 179
Terms for Interpretation 243
Persons for Identification 202
Picture Studies 12
Cherts 13
Outline Making 3
General Pupil Activities 30
Space Allotment in Pages for Recording Answers 67
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TABLE VI A
TYPES OF PUPIL ACTIVITIES SCORED
IN
WORKBOOK FOR USE OF OUR FREE NATION
Types of Activities Number Scored
Picture Studies 4
Essay writing 4
Oral Talks 4
Graph Making 4
Outline Making 3
Table Making 3
Drawing Activity 3
Cartoon Study 2
Document Study 1
Sketch Writing 1
Table Making 1
c.
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Directed Studies in American History by Horace Kidger is not written
to accompany any specific text and can be, therefore, classified as a
general workbook.
The organization of the book is such that it can be used very easily
with any of the leading texts, and the author makes reference to many
texts throughout the workbook.
Kidger, to stimulate interest, presents sn intellectual challenge.
This challenge takes the form of some statement which will stimulate
thought and call for conclusions in order to prove if mastery of the
material has been attained.
Each of the nine units is introduced by an overview of th unit
followed by a detailed outline of the content of the unit. This outline
should serve to emphasize the essential facts to be considered by the
pupil.
The author used several devices for the fixation of knowledge. These
include map outlines, visualizations, and chronological tables. The use of
topics under ’’Biography" serves as a basis for classroom review. Each name
is followed by a statement which is planned to characterize the men or his
achievement and in this way stimulate interest on the pert of the pupil.
The testing technique used by Kidger seeks to measure judgment as well
as factual knowledge. Examples ere map mastery tests, the discrimination
tests end the cumulative evidence tests which are intended to measure
ability to judge relationships and weigh relative importance of happenings.
As a means of rapid check on factual knowledge the author makes use of the
recall tests using words end brief statements.
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From Table VII it can be seen that this workbook makes use of the
study question as the chief type of exercise. Terras for interpretation
and names for identification follow next in order of emphasis. Of
striking importance is the absence of the use of completion questions
by the author. The pupils are not required to accomplish any special
activities, thus the absence of pupil activities.
-.
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TABLE VII
UNITS SCORED FOR COMPONENT ELEMENTS
IN
DIRECTED STUDIES IN AMERICAN HISTORY
By
Horace Kidger
Coziponent Elements Number of Units Scored
Map Outlines 14
Map Questions 14
Map Location Items 36
Study Questions 720
Persons for Identification 150
Terms for Interpretation 390
Time lines or Chronology Tables 15
Picture Studies 12
Space allotment 26
Source Books Mentioned 4
Reference Books 35
Test Exercises
Discrimination Tests 8
Map Mastery Tests 8
Cumulative-Evidence Tests 3
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The workbook by Fremont P. Wirth end Mery N. Crow is designed
primarily to accompany Wirth and Thompson’s A History of American Progress
,
but it may be used successfully with other textbooks in United States
History.
The workbook is divided into ten parts which are sub-divided into
many units. Each unit is preceded by ’’reasons for studying in which
attention is called to the relation of the unit to the objectives of
studying history.” Each unit is also accompanied by selected reading lists
that include references to other texts, to general reading, end to recrea-
tional reading in the form of biography, fiction, and poetry, which is
intended to stimulate interest in history.
Table VIII shows clearly that the authors make use of a wide variety
of exercises, with the greatest emphasis being placed on completion
questions. Study questions rank second, followed by terras. The wide use
of recreational reading can be voted by the 127 fiction readings and 74
biography readings scored.
Table VIII A shows the variety of pupil activities which are made use
of by the authors, with time lines, table making and paragraph writing on
a topic as the top three on the list of fourteen types of activities.
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TABLE VIII
UNITS SCORED FOR COMPONENT ELEMENTS
IN
WORKBOOK
By
F. P. Wirth end M. N. Crow
Component Elements Number of Units Scored
Map Outlines 9
Map Questions 29
Map Location Items 96
Matching Exercises 11
Item Responses 202
Liiltiple Choice Exercises 16
Item Responses 103
Alternate Response Exercises 5
Item Responses 87
Completion Questions 222
Item Responses 364
Study Questions 162
Dates for Identification 4
Terms for Interpretation 99
Persons for Identification 41
Tine Lines and Chronology Tables 14
Outline Making 4
General Activities 66
Space Allotment in Pages for Recording Answers 42
Source Books 1
Parallel References Mentioned 12
Fiction Reading Books Mentioned 127
Biography Reading Books Mentioned 74
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TABLE VIII A
TYPES OP HJPIL ACTIVITIES SCORED
IN
WORKBOOK FOR A HISTORY OP AMERICAS PROGRESS
Types of Activities Number Scored
Making Time Lines 14
Table Making 11
Paragraph Writing 9
Oral Floor Talks 8
Literature Reading Reports 6
Dramatizations 4
Cartoon Drawing 3
News Story Writing 3
Graph Making 2
Diary Writing 2
Community Planning Sketch 1
Poster Making 1
Hall of Fame Writing 1
Map Making 1

The workbook by Hoy 0. Hughes follows closely the order of topics in
The Lfeking of Our United States
,
but it can be used with any text on the
same level in American History.
The workbook is divided into three parts, each divided into various
units. Each unit is introduced by a series of questions and a short
paragraph which introduces the unit to the pupil. The questions are listed
to help stimulate the pupil in trying to answer these questions by study in
the unit.
Table IX shows that the author makes use of many types of exercises
with completion questions, terms, persons, and study questions being
heavily emphasized. It is also noted that this book has 121 pages for
recording of answers, which appeared to this writer to be enough for the
recording of the answers to all the questions in the workbook. Since the
author lists 424 pupil activities he points out that it is not necessary
tfret every class take up every one of these, the long list is offered so
that everybody in the class may be able to find a topic which he hay be
interested in and about which he may be able to find more information than
his own textbook gives him.
Table IX A shows the various number of activities of which there are
eighteen different types. The greatest emphasis has been pieced on oral
reports of which there are three hundred. Debates, picture drawing, and
sketches of people are next in order. Such a wide variety of activities
will, as the euthor pointed out, allow for selection on the part of the
pupil.
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TABLE IX
UNITS SCORED FOR COMPONENT ELEMENTS
IN
UNITED STATES HISTORY WORKBOOK
By
R. 0. Hughes
Component Elements Number of Units Scored
Map Outlines 16
Map Questions 51
Map Location Items 61
Completion Questions 185
Item Responses 712
Study Questions 301
Dates for Identification 154
Terms for Interpretation 495
Persons for Identification 325
Chart s 75
Tables 43
Tine Lines and Chronology Tables 1
Picture Study 37
Outline Marking 10
General Activities 424
Space Allotment in Pages for Recording .Answers 121
Parallel References 1
Fiction Reading Books Mentioned 9
.' 1 L !
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TABLE IX A
TYPES OF PUPIL ACTIVITIES SCORED
IN
UNITED STATES HISTORY WORKBOOK
Types of Activities Number Scored
Oral Reports 300
Debates 27
Picture Drawing 20
Sketches of People 19
Outline Making 10
Cartoon Drawing 10
Diary Writing 9
Letter Writing 7
Editorial Writing 6
Imaginary Conversations 3
G-reph Making 2
Community Reports 2
Book Reviews 2
Special Readings 2
Biography Readings 2
Dramatizations 1
Interviews 1
Model Making 1
?'
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Directed High School History Study Workbook by Alice Magenis is
written so that it can be used with any basic history text on a high school
level. The author points out that the book may be used as a basic outline,
a guide for class study, as a laboratory manual, or a basis for supervised
study.
The book is divided into seven parts which are sub-divided into
topics. Each topic is introduced by the statement of the problem which is
to be studied. Two types of exercises are found in the book. They ere
of the factual and discussion variety. The first to emphasize important
facts that should be learned and the second to encourage their interpreta-
tion in such detail as time or the ability of the individual may permit.
At the end of each section of the book is a list of general readings
that will be found useful for supplementary study of wide range of diffi-
culty and will appeal to a large variety of interests in which the pupil
may find material that appeals to their own special interest. The books
listed are fiction, biography, and drama.
Table X shows that study questions received the greatest emphasis,
with completion questions end terms following in that order.
The tests for this workbook are bound separately end can be used by
the teacher to test for mastery of the material covered.
Table X A shows the various types of activities which the pupil is
assigned to complete. Of the thirty-six activities, eleven are theme
writing, six ere oral reports, and five are outline making.
Of the ten books used in this study, this book was the only one to
introduce the pupil to library and its wealth of source materials. This
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special feature helps pupils learn where history books are found under the
decimal system. It also points out to the pupil how problems help students
understand history.
The book also introduced the pupil to a geography lesson in which the
object is to find out how the land on which people live affects their
lives.
..
TABLE X
UNITS SCORED FOR COMPONENT ELEMENTS
IN
DIRECTED HIGH SCHOOL HISTORY STUDY
By
Alice Magenis
Component Elements Number of Units Scored
Map Outlines 20
Map Questions 49
Map Location Items 78
Matching Exercises 14
Item Responses 130
Multiple Choice Exercises 10
Item Responses 86
Alternate Response Exercises 8
Item Responses 355
Completion Questions 75
Item Responses 669
Study Questions 425
Dates for Identification 4
Terms for Interpretation 116
Persons for Identification 36
Time Lines and Chronology Tables 2
Picture Studies 62
Outline Making 5
General Activities 36
Space Allotment in Pages for Recording Answers 26
Source Books Mentioned 5
Textbook References 26
Advanced References 92
Fiction Reading Books Mentioned 61
Biography Reeding Books Mentioned 200
.
TABLE X A
TYPES OF PUPIL ACTIVITIES SCORED
IN
DIRECTED HIGH SCHOOL HISTORY STUDY
Types of Activities Number Scored
Theme '.Vhiting
Oral Reports
Outline Making
Research Problem
Book Reports
Debates
Biography Writing
Speech Making
Essay Writing
Graph Making
11
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RESULTS OF STUDY
After careful analysis, scoring, and tabulation of the various types
of exercises found in the workbooks, the following comparative figures
were compiled for the purpose of showing how much emphasis has been placed
by each individual workbook on the various types of exercises.
The types of exercises as they will appear in this study are
1. Map Outline
2. Matching Exercises
3. Miltiple Choice
4. True-False; Yes-No
5. Completion Exercises
6. Study Questions
7. Dates for Identification
8. Terms for Interpretation
9. Persons to Identify
10. General Activities
11. Picture Study Exercises
12. Charts for Completion
13. Tables for Completion
14. Time Lines and Chronology Tables
15. Outline Making
16. Space Allotment for Recording Answers
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Printed map outlines are those "which are to be completed by the
student, according to directions accompanying them.
The method of scoring used in Figure One was to tally one unit for
f
each map.
In Figure One (A), one unit was scored for each question and in
Figure One (B), one unit was scored for each place the student was required
to locate.
This type of exercise (pictured) is found to some extent in all
workbooks analyzed. As can be readily seen by reference to Figure One,
the emphasis which the different authors placed upon this type of exercise
varied from a high of thirty-three in workbook 5 to a low of nine in
workbook #8. The average for the ten workbooks is 18.3.
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FIGURE ONE
NUMBER OF MAP OUTLINES
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FIGURE ONE (A)
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NUMBER OF MAP QUESTIONS
SCORED IN TEN WORKBOOKS

The use made of matching-type exercises is very limited. In this
type of exercise the pupil must pair items in one column with related
items in a second column which is arranged haphazardly. One unit is
tallied for each such complete exercise in Figure Two regardless of its
length. In Table XI one unit is scored for each item in the stimulus
column which represents the number of responses the pupil must make to
complete the exercise.
Three workbooks make use of this type of exercise and very little
difference is noted as to the emphasis each has placed on this type of
exercise, the range being from 11 to 14 exercises.
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FIGURE TWO
NUMBER OF MATCHING EXERCISES
SCORED IN TEN WORKBOOKS

TABLE XI
NUMBER OF INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES
CONTAINED IN MATCHING EXERCISE
Workbook Number of Exercises Responses
#1 11 129
#2 0 0
#3 0 0
#4 0 0
#5 0 0
#6 0 0
P 0 0
#8 11 202
#9 0 0
#10 14 130
Total 36 461
Range 11-14 129-202
Average 3.6 46.1
c• —
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The use of the Multiple Choice exercise is also very limited in
the ten workbooks analyzed. Only two make use of this type of teaching
device
•
This type of exercise includes those in which the pupil attempts to
select the correct response from several alternatives given. In Figure
Three, one unit is scored for each complete exercise regardless of the
number of responses required.
In Table XII a slightly different method of scoring is employed. One
unit is scored for each of the individual responses required by the exercise.
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FIGURE THREE
NUMBER OF MULTIPLE CHOICE EXERCISES
SCORED IN TEN WORKBOOKS

TABLE XII
NUMBER OF INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES
CONTAINED IN MULTIPLE CHOICE EXERCISES
Workbook Number of Exercises Response!
#1 0 0
n 0 0
#3 0 0
H 0 0
#5 0 0
#6 0 0
P 0 0
#8 16 103
P 0 0
#10 10 86
Total 26 189
Range 10-16 86-105
Average 2.6 18.9
--
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The Alternate Response type of exercise is infrequently used by the
authors of the workbooks used in this study.
The pupil completes this exercise by indicating his choice of one of
two alternatives, either true or false in some exercises or yes and no in
others
.
In Figure Four one unit is scored for each exercise regardless of
the number of individual responses the pupil must make.
In Table XIII, however, one unit is tallied for each individual
response the pupil makes.
Only one workbook, #2, makes any great use of the alternate response
type of exercise. In workbook #10, although making a limited use only of
the alternate response, the number of individual responses are very great
per exercise as seen on Table XIII.
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FIGURE FOUR
NUMBER OF ALTERNATE RESPONSE EXERCISES
SCORED IN TEN WORKBOOKS

TABLE XIII
NUMBER OF INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES
o0 1 IN ALTERNATE RESPONSE EXERCISE
Workbook Number of Exercises Responses
#1 0 0
n 58 456
#3 0 0
#4 0 0
#5 0 0
#6 1 7
P 0 0
#8 5 87
#9 0 0
#10 8 355
Total 72 905
Range 1-58 7-456
Average 7.2 90.5
:i
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The Completion type of exercise was found to be used frequently. In
the workbooks analyzed, however, one workbook (#7) made no use of this type
of exercise
.
For the purpose of this analysis a completion exercise is one that
calls for short, one- or two-word answers, or short phrase answers.
In Figure Five one unit is scored for each completion exercise
regardless of whether one or more than one item is to be written in by the
pupil
.
For Table XIV one unit is scored for each item or phrase written in
by the pupil. Thus, if one exercise calls for two responses, two units
are scored. The number of units scored for one exercise is dependent
upon the length of the exercise.
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FIGURE FIVE
NUMBER OF COMPLETION QUESTIONS
SCORED IN TEN WORKBOOKS

TABLE XIV
NUMBER OF INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES
FOUND IN COMPLETION EXERCISES
Workbook Number of Exercises Responses
#1 74 780
#2 945 1693
#3 89 325
#4 33 105
#5 284 850
#6 115 205
#7 0 0
#8 222 364
#9 185 712
#10 75 669
Total 2022 5703
Range 33-945 105-1693
Average 202.2 570.3
,
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Study Question exercises are found in every workbook. To complete
one of these exercises the pupil is required to think out the question
carefully and then organize his answers accordingly. In answering, full
sentences are usually required.
In Figure Six one unit is scored for each thought question.
All of the workbooks analyzed have made some use of thought questions.
The authors of three workbooks make a rather extensive use of study
questions, while the authors of the other workbooks place a moderate
emphasis on this type of exercise.
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FIGURE SIX
NUMBER OF STUDY QUESTIONS
SCORED IN TEN WORKBOOKS

Use of dates in workbooks is common. Of the ten workbooks analyzed,
eight made some use of dates.
One unit was tallied for each date that the pupil is to identify.
Exact manner of identification employed by the various workbooks differed
slightly.
Figure Seven compares the frequency with which dates were used in the
analyzed workbooks. From this figure it appears that the authors of two
workbooks do not regard this type of exercise as desirable since they do
not use it.
The average number of dates for the ten workbooks is 45. This number
has been somewhat lowered by those workbooks making no use of dates and
those making very limited use.
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FIGURE SEVEN
NUMBER OF DATES SCORED
IN TEN WORKBOOKS

Workbooks frequently list terms to be explained. In some cases,
students are required to divide the terms into correct syllables by use of
a dictionary. This is to insure correct pronunciation.
In Figure Eight one unit is tallied for each term that the pupil is
to explain, each in the manner prescribed in the particular workbook.
While each workbook makes use of this type of exercise the range of
use is great, extending from a low of ninety-nine in workbook $8 to a high
of five hundred forty-eight in workbook $4. The average is three hundred
twenty-five for the ten workbooks analyzed.
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FIGURE EIGHT
NUMBER OF TERMS SCORED IN
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All workbooks analyzed include lists of persons to be identified
according to directions in the workbook. At least one complete sentence
must be written about each person that is identified.
One unit is talhed in Figure Nine for each such person identified.
The relative value assigned to this type of exercise by authors, as
can be readily seen in Figure Nine, varies greatly. The list of persons
to be identified in workbook #5 is over thirteen times as large as the
list found in workbook #10.
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FIGURE NINE
NUMBER OF PERSONS SCORED
IN TEN WORKBOOKS

Figure Ten is a chart of general activities or special projects which
are to be completed outside of the classroom by students working individu-
ally or in groups. Included as general activities among the projects are
diaries, editorial writing, maps, special written reports, debates, panel
discussions, cartoon making, trips, and otter similar activities.
In securing the data for Figure Ten a value of one unit was tallied
for each activity mentioned in the workbook.
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FIGURE TEN
NUMBER OF ACTIVITIES
SCORED IN TEN WORKBOOKS

The number of exercises in which the pupils are required to make a
statement about a picture included within the workbook itself or in the
accompanying textbook is graphically shown in Figure Eleven. These
exercises require pupils to study a picture closely for the purpose of
finding the answers to questions asked. One unit is tallied for each
picture the pupil is asked to study and then answer the accompanying
questions
.
Four out of the ten workbooks analyzed do not make use of this
exercise. Of the remaining six, two use it to a great degree with
workbook $10 making use of this exercise the greatest number of times.
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FIGURE ELEVEN
NUMBER OF PICTURE STUDIES SCORED
IN TEN WORKBOOKS

Figure Twelve compares the number of charts to be completed by the
pupil found in the various workbooks. One unit is scored for each such
chart in Figure Twelve.
The directions to be followed in completing the charts differ widely
in the workbooks. In some, key words furnish suggestions as to how the
chart is to be completed. In others, directions are few: the pupil is
allowed to set up and complete the chert with very little help.
In completing the cherts a great deal of material is necessarily
compiled in a short space. This provides needed practice for the pupil
in compiling summaries.
Seven of the ten workbooks make use of this type of exercise,
requirements differing among the authors of the workbooks analyzed.
Workbook #5 makes the greatest use of the chart -completion type of
exercise
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FIGURE TWELVE
NUMBER OF CHARTS
SCORED IN TEN WORKBOOKS

Figure Thirteen shows how much use is made by the workbooks of the
table completion exercise. This type of exercise requires a pupil to
perform tasks such as listing the colonies of the various European countries
in the new world, or the listing of presidents, dates of tenure of office
end major accomplishments.
In a few workbooks tables are prefaced with rather complete directions
or suggestions for completion. In others no guides are furnished; pupils
complete the entire exercise unassisted.
In Figure Thirteen one unit has been tallied for each table the pupil
is to complete.
The authors of one half of the workbooks were found to make no use of
table completion exercises. The average as figured for the ten workbooks
is 9.4. One workbook, #10, uses this exercise almost five times as often
as the average of the ten.
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FIGURE THIRTEEN
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SCORED IN TEN WORKBOOKS

Since time lines and chronology tebles are essentially similar in
that they both require the pupil to enter in the space or spaces provided
events associated with specific dates they have been combined for scoring
purposes into one figure, Figure Fourteen.
In Figure Fourteen practice previously employed is followed. One
unit is scored for each time line or chronology table which the pupil is
to complete.
The authors of two workbooks make no use of time lines or chronology
tables; four make very little use of them.
While the greatest emphasis has been noted in workbook #7 for this
type of exercise, it can be seen that the emphasis given in workbooks #1,
#5, and #8 is but slightly less than in workbook #7.
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FIGURE FOURTEEN
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SCORED IN TEN WORKBOOKS

Figure Fifteen comperes the number of outlines pupils ere required to
make. The designation of the kind of outlines required is specifically s
steted in same workbooks, with e few authors setting up outlines to guide
the pupil in his work. Other authors do not set up any guides and the
pupil is allowed freedom in outlining the assigned topic.
On the following figure, one unit is tallied for each outline the
pupil is required to complete.
The authors of four workbooks make no use of outline-making exercises.
Four workbooks are close to the average of 3.4, while two more than double
this use.
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FIGURE FIFTEEN
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SCORED IN TEN WORKBOOKS

Figure Sixteen represents the number of pages allowed in each workbook
for pupils to record their answers. The space required for responses in
some exercises was short - merely one line or perhaps only one word -
while others required rather extensive space ranging from one-quarter of a
page to one full page for such exercises as charts, tables, pictures,
cartoons, and drawings.
In order to arrive at the numbers represented in Figure Sixteen, each
page was carefully scrutinized and the percentage of space devoted to
recording responses was calculated. These figures for each page were
totalled, and the figure finally arrived at represents the number of whole
pages each book has for recording of answers. One unit was scored for each
such page in Figure Sixteen.
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To provide for 8 birds-eye view of the ten workbooks analyzed, the
following cumulative figure has been compiled. As can readily be seen,
this figure does not have quite as much detail as the preceding figures.
The workbooks are thus presented in the hope that the figure will
allow the reader to make quick comparisons of the overall content of
workbooks without the necessity of endless turning of pages.
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.Workbook #1,
1. Map Location Items
2. Alternate Response Items
3. Completion Response Items
4. Study Questions
5. Dotes for Identificetion
6. Terms for Interpretation
7. Names for Identification
8. General Pupil Activities
9. Charts and Tables for
Pupil Completion
10, Space Allowed for
Recording Answers (pages)
J
FIGURE SEVENTEEN
CUMULATIVE CHART
Workbook #5
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1, Map Location Items
2, Alternate Response Items
3, Completion Response Items
A. Study Questions
5. Dates for Identification
6. Terms for Interpretation
7. Names for Identification
8. General Pupil Activities
9. Charts and Tables for
Pupil Completion
10.
Space Allowed for
Recording Answers (pages)
1 1 1
2
3 1
4
, 1
1
j
1 5 m
61 i
7 31
1 8 [
9 i
J 10 i
600
Y/orkbook #
6
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By reference to Table XV the reader can see which of the ten
workbooks makes the greatest use of history source books most commonly
used. Only those books used or mentioned by more than one workbook are
included in this table. Workbook #10 made use of five of these books to
lead the list, while workbooks #2 , #6 , and #9 make no mention of these
six books.
Many other source books in history and other subjects were mentioned.
These, however, were omitted as no general agreement with regard to their
use was noted in the workbooks analyzed.
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TABLE XV
HISTORY SOURCE BOOKS SCORED
IN TEN WORKBOOKS
Source Book and Author Workbooks
123456789 10
1. Selected Documents in American x
History - Cemmanger
2. American History Told By ±
Contemporaries - Hart
3. Documentary Source Book of
American History - MacDonald
4. Reading in American History - x
Muzzey
5. An Autobiography of America -
Van Doren
. Pagent of America
x x X
XXX XX X
X X XXXX X
X X
6 X X X
.Or O eoTJ •
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Fourteen textbooks paralleling the work of the workbooks were found to
be mentioned frequently. These have been compiled in the following table.
By reference to this table (XVI ) the reader may easily tell whether a
workbook has been adapted for use with the textbook in which he is
interested. If the text of main interest to him is not noted in this
table, it does not necessarily mean that no mention of it was found. The
table includes only those parallel texts mentioned in more than one of the
workbooks analyzed.
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TABLE XVI
PARALLEL TEXTBOOK REFERENCES
Textbook and Authors Workbooks
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1. Record of America - Adams X X X X X
and Vannest
2. Our Nations Development - X X X X X
Barker and Commanger
3. A Short History of the U.S. - X X X
Bassett
4. History of United State shaking X X X X X
of American Civilization - Beard X X
and Beard
5. History of United States of X X X
America - Elson
6. America, Its History and People - X X X X
Faulkner, Kepner
7. Advanced American History - X X
Forman
8. The American People - Hamm X X X X
9. History of the U. S. - Harlow X X X
10. Growth of American People - X X X
Jernegan, Carlton, Ross
11. The History of the American X X X
People - Latana
12. A History of Our Country - X X X X X
A History of American People - X X X
Muzzey
13. A History of American Nation - X X X X X
West
14. The Development of America - X X X X
Wirth
. I
.
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For special reading activities it was found by this analysis that
six of the workbooks made use of fiction stories; only three workbooks
made any use of biography selections.
The extent to which the various workbooks did make use of these two
types of special readings varied greatly. From Table XVII, it can be
readily seen that workbook #8 made the greatest use of fiction readings;
in the biography selections workbook #10 was fsr and away the leader.
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TABLE XVII
NUMBER OP FICTION AND BIOGRAPHY
READING REFERENCE BOOKS SCORED
Number of Books
Workbook Fiction Biography
1 . Activities Notebook for Americas
Road to Now
9 0
2. Workbook for The Record of America 0 0
3. A Pupils Guide for The American SJory 9 0
4. Workbook for The Development of America 98 6
5. American History Workbook for High
Schools 0 0
6. Workbook for The Rise of Our Free
Nation 0 0
7. Directed Studies in American History 0 0
8. Workbook for History of American
Progress 127 74
9. United States History Workbook 9 0
10. Directed High School History Study 61 200
Total 313 280
Range 0-127 0-200
Average 31.3 28
•' v
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The writer has found as a result of the analysis carried out with the
ten workbooks, that the most frequently used exercises are of the recall
variety. The majority of workbook authors favor the use of the completion
exercise to a great degree. IVhile this type of exercise may lead to some
learning, it has been this writer’s experience that while the pupils in
many instances complete the exercise adequately and correctly they often
do not understand why their answer is correct. 7/orkbooks have often been
criticised for the reason that they tend to make pupils mere blank-fillers
The use of the completion type of exercise frequently is responsible for
this very criticism.
Authors of all ten workbooks were found to make use of study question
exercises. This is a credit to workbooks, as this writer believes study
questions are a desirable feature to be found in workbooks. Study ques-
tions are good. They serve to guide the pupils’ effort toward discovery
of the points which are to be stressed. In order to answer the study
question, the pupil is required to think over the question snd then, when
he has arrived at the answer, he must organize it into a complete,
intelligent statement.
Another exercise of the workbooks which is heavily emphasized is the
identification or interpretation of terms, dates, and persons. This, too,
is a recall type of activity but, unlike completion types of exercises, it
may be used by the pupil to aid in assuring him of mastery of the subject
or may be used by the teacher to test the ability of the pupil to make.
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concise yet satisfactory statements. Here the writer believes that this
type of exercise is desirable.
1.01
The use of outline maps in all workbooks analyzed shows that all the
authors recognize their value in the fixation of knowledge. While the
number of outline maps number only one hundred eighty- three , the items to
be located reach a total of twelve hundred forty-nine and the teacher is in
a position to add to this number location items he feels are important.
The use of outline maps allows for individual work and gives the pupil a
visual picture of important places. This aids greatly in fixations of
relative locations of places in the pupil's mind.
Chronology tables and time lines are used in eight workbooks of this
study. Here again is a scheme to aid in the fixation of material in the
pupil's mind by requiring the pupil to complete the time line or table
from a list of important events. The listing of these facts aids the
pupil in retention of those facts.
The making of outlines by pupils is used by only six of the authors
of the ten workbooks. 'While there is very little emphasis placed on this
type of exercise, it might be made one of importance and value to the
pupils. Might not the making of outlines by pupils lead to better
systematic organization of materials and help pupils in showing a method
of putting into a consolidated form a unit or topic? The outline might
well serve as a good means of review at the end of the study of each unit
or topic, thus aiding the pupil greatly.
An exercise which the writer believes is not emphasized enough is
the picture study type, ^t was found that only six workbooks made use of
this exercise with an average per workbook of 13.2 opportunities for
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pupils to express what he has learned from a picture. Might not more
visualization exercises in workbooks aid greatly in fixation of material?
Picture study or visualization exercises can be for individual pupil
completion or for group discussion and completion.
The use of charts and tables was found to be infrequent in most of
the workbooks. However, workbook 7^ did make great use of charts by
requiring completion of 108 by the pupil. YYorkbook #9 made the greatest
use of table-completion exercises. The writer believes that their use
could be emphasized slightly more, but not to the extent of making the
pupil a blank-filler.
The writer feels that the alternate response type of item should
receive less emphasis in workbooks. This type of exercise involves
guessing on the part of the pupil, which encourages bad study habits. Too
often the pupil is given a clue as to the correct response which defeats
any immediate value such an exercise may have. It has been the experience
of the v,Titer that alternate response items result frequently in retention
of inaccurate statements by the pupil. Since only four workbooks made use
of alternate response and only one to any great extent, it can be seen
that most authors of the workbooks analyzed do not look upon this type of
exercise as having great value for the student.
The use of pupil activities was found in nine of the ten workbooks,
with varying emphasis being placed on this exercise by -the authors. A
total of 1135 activities were listed in the nine workbooks. They included
map making, diary writing, picture clippings, making of oral reports,
graphs, cartoon drawing, writing reports including book reports, essays,
imaginary trips and scenes for dramatization. The list seems sufficiently
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varied to fill the requirements and interests of most pupils and, in so
doing, helps history classes a great deal by keeping pupil interest at a
high level.
A great difference -was noted throughout the ten workbooks in the
space allotment for recording of answers by the pupils. Of a total of
one thousand nine hundred thirty-nine pages in the ten workbooks, seven
hundred thirty-three or approximately 37 per cent of the total number of
pages are given over to the recording of answers. Workbooks $1, $3, #4
and #9 allot 40 per cent or more for recording answers, while workbcoks#7
and #10 allot less than 15 per cent and the remaining books #2, #5, #6 and
#8 allot between 20 per cent and 40 per cent for recording of answers. It
should be noted here that the author of workbook #7 recommends in the
preface of the workbook that pupils place a sheet of notebook paper between
the pages of workbooks for recording of answers for which space is not
allotted within the workbook. The author of this workbook stated he has
found this practice of great value and it helps cut down the number of
pages in workbooks, thus keeping the workbooks from becoming cumbersome.
In the many arguments against workbooks, the criticism has often been
made that workbooks make study mechanical. The writer found that some of
the ten workbooks with which he worked do much to invite this criticism.
The pages in the textbook where the answers can be found are given for
most of the exercises and are also cited in the parallel references
recommended by the workbooks. The writer believes that such practice
offers too little opportunity for original research on the part of the
pupil, thereby permitting a student with poor study habits to get by without
even realizing that his habits are bad.
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Of the ten workbooks analyzed only three were not written to accompany
a specific textbook; namely, #5, #7 and #10. It was interesting to note,
however, that most of the authors stated that their workbooks could be
used with any of the leading texts in American History. A total of forty-
three parallel textbooks were mentioned in the ten workbooks . Workbook #10
used twenty-six reading references for the average pupil, plus ninety-two
advanced reading references. This shows the wide use of books made by one
author. Of the textbook references, fourteen were mentioned in more than
one workbook.
The writer has found in his experience that workbooks can be of
great value in the teaching of history. Brighter pupils, upon completing
the daily assignment, can make use of their extra time by doing work in
their workbooks. On the other hand, slower pupils can take their workbooks
home and do extra work outside of class. In this manner the slower pupils
can participate to a greater degree in classroom discussions.
Teachers should realize, however, that workbooks vary greatly. The
writer found no two of the ten workbooks studied were similar in construc-
tion. Authors were not consistent in the an pha sis they accorded the
various types of exercises. It is thus necessary for teachers to examine
closely any workbook proposed for use in his particular class to see
whether that workbook emphasizes the particular exercises which he thinks
are of the greatest value.
In his examination, the teacher should have in mind the specific
purpose for which the workbook is to be purchased. Workbooks should not
be judged solely on the basis of types of activities they contain.
Consideration should be given to the general appearance of the workbook.
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quality of the paper used, quality of print, and amount of space allowed
for recording answers. The teacher should also scrutinize the workbook
closely to see whether the author has organized the material in a clear
and interesting manner •
This study has not attempted to determine the true value of workbooks
as teaching aids. Further research is needed. It is the hope of the
writer that teachers in service will undertake a careful study of the
value of workbooks by experimental teaching. It is only through presenta-
tion of adequate statistical data that a fair estimation of the position
workbooks should have as teaching aids can be established.
. , .
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